
'This is, to express very humbly my profound gratitude for your great
work, 'Pathways through to Space' . It is to me one of those utterances
which, every so often in the lives of men, is the exceedingly 'personal3
answer to the deepest of their questionings . It is the only book I have
found which not only can, but should stand beside the books of your
intellectual brother, Ouspensky, For me, wonderful as are 1Tertium Organum'
and 'L New Model of tho Universe' , there has always been an element missing
which I have been unable to supply for myself, and which I have at last
found, with a sense of relief - and release - in your volume ."

MFor some time I have been earnestly praying that guidance would come
to me . Your book was the answer because with it came a living presence and
a certain upliftment of consciousness which seems to be growing rather than
diminishing with the passing days ."

"It will be two years ago this August, I had a taste of the Cosmic
Consciousness . I was in the Sierras, at Pinecrest with my adopted son . He .
had gone to the Lake and I stretched out prone under a big pine tree gazing
up. Of a sudden it seemed an electric current passed through me . I was
freed of bodily limitations, became a part of the blue sky above - timeless,
spaceless . I cannot express it . Bdt I thank you for doing so, But I did
not keep the key . However, I feel now that I shall find it again ."

The foregoing quotations are judgments of the book as a whole and do not
include specific discussions of parts of the book.
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Excerpts from reviewers and private readers of

"Pathways through to Space"

James Warnack of the "Los Angeles Times" (Not a published review but a
personal letter with permission to quote),

"Worthy of attention on the part of any student of . occultism is the
book "Pathways through to Space" by Franklin Yierrelh-Wolff . In my .opinion
Mr . Merrell-Wolf f'a book will become known as one of the outstanding con-
tributions to mystic literature ."

"The Biosophical Review" (Fall of 1944 p 40)

"Merrell_Wolff is not Interested in creeds but in spiritual experience .
He is far more interested in knowing than in believing. In his formulations
the East and the West are synthesized and the opposition resolved, Philosophy,
mathematics and science he combines .pith the mystical expansion of conscious.
ness of the East . The result iz a volume of inestimable value for all who
are striving to enlarge their perception of life's meanings,"

"The New York Times " (7/5f)41.)

"Eeautifully written, this volume is best described, perhaps, as a pro-
longed soliloquy by one who, mining for metallic gold in the West, accepted
Shankara as his Guru and in the-manner of the Buddhist mystics sought to
arrive at his own liberated self ."

J, William Lloyd, Ph .D., B,S., B,S,A,, M,S,A „ (Who read the manuscript just
after it was finished in 1937)

"This book, I fancy, will never be popular, but I -believe it will be im-
mortal and that all future students and teachers on these lines will refer to
it . As an utterance in the Western World on this subject I believe it stands
alone, Whether it has been excelled by anything written in India I do not
know, but I doubt it,

"Westchester Features Syndicate" '(297 S, Broadway, N,Y,)

"A'personal record of transformation in consciousness experienced by the
author in California, and much akin to what sages of Tibet had known and
described. _- His volume, a purely personal record, is one of the most
amazing yet published ."

The American Theosophist (September 1944)

"A harmonization of the searchings of the last and of the West . An account
off the experiences of the author during a period of one hundred and one days,
with a retrospective review dated two years later : .also, a fine glossary of
special terms used,

"It is not written in conventional chapters but under eighty-nine helpful
headings ; nor does it employ our usual Theosophical terminology, but by using
the technical language'of current instructional practice it "deglamorizes"
the attainment and use of modes of consciousness pertaining to the worlds, so
called, of higher frequencies than the physical .

"It is technical Theosophy of a high order and well worthy of study ; but
it does require STUDY . Its appeal is to mind and to intuition, not to emotion ;
it should be found highly instructive and encouraging to the serious student .

__M .S .C .

(The following-excerpts are 'from personal letters relative to "Pathways
through to Space" but without authorization to quote for publication . Hence .
quotations are given without names , but the letters are on file

.)
.

"It (Pathways through to Space ) did for me in a week what I had tried
ten weeks to accomplish, in my vacation . It was a synopsis of all that I
had read and studied and it came to me as if it were my own thought . There
were attempts at describing supernormal phenomena that agreed largely with
what I had previously read and was interesting as possible fact in the event
of realization of 'Noble Wisdom',"

"I found it (Pathways through to Space ") easy reading for the greater'part
and am of the impression that it will have a very broad appeal . I find so
much in it which I recognize ; and feel that it is written so that others will
also recognize it with respect to thomselves , What I have in mind to say
about it is hard to put in words . I will attempt it though. Anyone reading
it, regardless of his point of observation, will, I believe, feel that you are
speaking for him not in a final or ultimate sense, but to his particular
stage of "awareness " . It is in those subtle and hard to catch perceptions
and cognitions which so many of us have but fail to recognize or attach import-
ance thereto, which you bring out so clearly and place them in proper perspec-
tive ."

"I have read every word of your book carefully, thoughtfully, feelingly. I
am deeply impressed with its clarity , force, . coherence and delightful modesty.
I wonder if anyone else has written of mysticism from the inside who is as
firmly grounded as you are in Occidental science, philosophy and mathematics ."

"As I conclude your book I am more deeply impressed than ever before by
the conviction that there are many paths , many doors and that 'in my Fatherts
house are .many mansions',"

"Personally , during the last 30 years or more, I have talked with mystics
and have tried to read their literature . Some have lived such beautiful lives
as indirectly to make me feel that maybe they have something . But none of
them gave me anything into which I could set my intellectual teeth . You have
done this for me . Your book has systematic coherence . You never hesitate to
draw the line between that which is communicable and that which is not . The
line is never blurred. Hereafter I shall have more respect for mystics even
though the individual, unlike you, leaves me gasping intellectually,"

"How much I value this book I cannot express in words but it struck so
many familiar cords of my innermost thought-life that I wish to read other
writings of Mr . Merrell- olff ."

"--I should like to thank you for . so extraordinary and so'instructive a
book, After some decades of study of so-called occult subjects, your book
comes to the in rather an odd way , at a moment when it proved of very great
value; It is a great service and I am sure many persons are grateful to you ."

"I have lived with your book for the last few days . I have taken it to
work and have slept with it . It has become my 'Crest Jewelof Illumination'
and I am deeply grateful to the source of that great compassion which brought
it into manifestation ."



'On the j acket of new edition of PATHWAYS THROUGH TO SPACE

Beautifully written, this volume is best described , perhaps, as a
prolonged soliloquy by one who * mining for metalic gold in the West,
accepted Shankara for his Guru and in the manner of the Buddhist mystics
sought to arrive at his own liberated self .--The New York Times

PATHWAYS THROUGH TO SPACE by,Franklin Merrel Wolff
A personal record of transformation in Consciousness

The first coherent practical guide to the achieving of higher levels
of consciousness . Written by a sensitive and developed scientist -thinker,:
it is one of .the outstanding contributions to mystic literature . For
those who are familiar with the works of Gurdjieff , Ouspensky,: Lilly,.
Castaneda and laing, this work will serve as a spectrum broadener and as
an inspiration for more expansive experiences .

This book is written in the hope of helping others to find Enlight-
enment , but the author' s assessment 'is not a Renumciation that can be
called .'elf-sacrifice or Asceticism . = For him the highett• form of service
is the true scientist's, willingness'-to give up his predilections when
the evidence goes against them . He offers in addition a keen analytical
evaluation of the prime problem of Enlightenment and the relatedness of
psychology, philosophy , religion and'government , all embraced in the
harmonization of the best thoughts of-the East and West .

Franklin MMerrel-Wolff, a native 'Californian and son of a Christian
clergyman , early challenged orthodox dogma. Tie graduated from Stanford
University with Phi Beta Kappa in 1911 ,' majoring in mathematics with
philosophy and psychology as minors* ',Graduate work was done at Stanford
and in the Graduate School in Philosophy at Harvard . He taught mathem-
atics briefly at Stanford and then withdrew from the academic world to
search for a possible third organ of cognition which might render avail-
able the metaphysical knowledge that . Immanuel Kant had shown was im-
possible if cognition were restricted to sense perception and conception .
He emerged twenty-.four years later with a successful outcome, without
benefit of a visible Guru.

"Merrel--Wolff is not interested in creeds but in spiritual experience .
In his formulations the East and the West are synthesized and the
opposition resolved . He combines philosophy, mathematics and science
with the mystical expansion of consciousness of the East . The result is
a volume of inestimable value for all1who are striving to`en .arge°their
perception of life ' s meaning. a-The Biosophical Review.

"Worthy attention on the part of-any student of occultism-is the
book PATHWAY:' THROUGH TO SPACE. In my opinion Mr. Merrel-Wolff's book
will become known as one of the outstanding contributions to mystic
literature . ',--James Warnick, Los Angeles Times .

"An account of the experiences of the author during a period of one
hundred and one days ,, with a retrospective review dated two years later;
a fine glossary of special terms used .: Its appeal is to the mind and to
intuition, not to emotion; it should be found highly instructive and
encouraging to the serious student ."--The American Theosophist .
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You will want to own this illuminating new book

PATHWAYS THROUGH TO SPACE
by

Dr. Franklin Merrell Wolff

The (A'gthor ) a product of Western culture and learning , formerly
Founder President of the Stanford University Philosophical Clubj trained in
higher mathematics and student of modern physics and other scientific subjects
gifted with one of the keenest analytical minds of our time56M gri" for

us the wisdom and mystic lore of the East with the scientific knowledge and
action of the West .

Even more than this, he blazes a new trail through the under-
standing of higher metaphysics - A P TH TO ILLUMINATION . The path he shows us
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"I found it (Pathways through to Space') easy reading for
the greater part and (am) of the impression that it will have a
very broad appeal . I find so much in it which I recognize ;
and feel that it is written so that others will also recognize
it with respect to themselves . What I have in mind to sav about
it is hard to nut in words . I will attempt it though . Anyone
reading it, regardless of his point of observation, will, I
believe, feel that you are speaking for him not in a final or
ultimate sense, but to his particular stage of"awareness" . It
is in those subtle and hard to catch perceptions and cognitions
which so many of us have but fail to recognize or attach
importance thereto, which you bring out so clearly and place them
in proper perspective ."

"I have read every word of your book carefully, thoughtfully,
feelingly . I am deeply impressed with its clarity, force, coherence
and delightful modesty . I wonder if anyone else has written of
mysticism from the inside who is as firmly grounded as you are
in Occidental science, philosophy and mathematics .

"As I conclude your booki am more deeply impressed than ever
before by the conviction that there are many paths, many doors
and that 'in my Father's house are many mansions' .

Personally, during the last thirty years o't more, I have talked
with mystics and have tried to read their literature . Some have
lived such beautiful lifes as indirectly to make me feel that

0 maybe they have something . But none of them gave me anything
into which I could set my intellectual teeth . You have done this
for me. Your book has systematic coherence . You never hesitate

V to draw the line between that which is communicable and that which
is not . The line is never blurred . Hereafter I shall have more
respect for mystics even though the individual, unlike you,
leaves me gasping intellectually ."

"How much I value this book I cannot express in words but it
/1 struck so many familiar cords of my innermost thought-life that
v I wish to read other writings of Mr . Ttierrell-Wolff . "

"--I should like to thank you for so extraordinary and so
instructive a book . After some to decades 4study of so-called
occult sub .iects, y our book cones to me in rather an odd way, at
a moment when it proved of very great value . It is a reat
service and I am sure many persons are grat0fuij o you .' .

"This is to express very humbly my profound gratitude for
your great work, "Pathways Through to Space ! It is to me one
of those utterances which, every so often in the lives of ren,
is the exceedingly ' personal ' answer to the deepest of their
questionings . It is the only book I have found which not only

/ can, but should , stand beside . he books of your intellectual
V brother , Ouspensky . For me, wonderful as are ' Tertium Organu.m'

and 'A New i:odel#of the Universe ', there has always been an
element missing which I have been unable to supply for myself,
and. which I have at last found, with a sense of relief - and
release - in your volume ."

"I have lived with your book for the last few days . I have
tkken it to work and have slept with it . It has becoae my



'Crest Jewel of Illumination ' and I am deeply grateful to the
source of that great compassion which brought it into manifestation .

"For some time I have been earnestly praying that guidance would
~ core to me . Your book was the answer because with it came a

t1 living presence and a certain upliftment of consciousness which
seers to be growing rather than diminishing with the passing days ."

"I am writing you in appreciation for the part you have played
~~ in clarifyin the way for me . I have had in lesser de ; ree Many

of the experiences you have had .
"It will be two years ago this August, I had a taste of the

Bosmic Consciousness . was in the Sierras, at Pinecrest with my
adopted son . He had got to the Lake and I stretched out _Drone
under a big pine tree gazing up. Of a su• c~en it seemed an

!~ electric current passed through me . I was freed of bodily
limitations, became a part of the blue sky above - timeless,
spaceless . I cannot express it . But I thank you for doing so .
But I did not keep the key . However , I feel now that I shall
find it again ."

The above quotations are jud ;ments of the book as a whole
and do not include specific discussions of parts of the book .
I am unable to decide how much should be used in presenting the
book, but the whole picture is beginning to reveal the angle
of appeal in it that is most in common . The direction of this
is somewhat different from what I had anticipated . The main
value seems to lie in the rendering articulate subtle and
intimate thoughts which the reader has had but could not bring
forth. One who has studied Jung's psychology will realize that
this is an earnest that the book will live . more than I realized
I seem to have spoken something which others have realized in
a dim way without adequate understanding . The effect it thus
bound to be a releasing and stabaliz.ing of the consciousness
of the reader in his own Center . In a way, this is more than
I expected .

I had hoped to have some influence upon the thought of the
non-mystic, to gain a serious intellectual consideration of
the rystical w'.y of consciousness as a possible door to Knowledge
which has implications bearing upon all ramifations of life and
thought, but so far I have had no, indications of such an effect .
Perhaps this will come later .

I-Tuch to my surprise, I have not yet had adverse criticisms .
They must exist and I am particularly anxious to know them for,
if they are from competent sources, I shall have to deal with
them . I wish to see them before possi ;te publication of the
companion work "The Philosophy of Consciousness-without-an-Obiect ."
This work is already twice as large as "Pathways" and deals
mainly with the problematic which I handled only sket` ily in
the current volume . If you meet adverse criticism p'ease do not
screen it from me .

Of the above excerpts, the most important is the one from
J .William Lloyd, for Lloyd is one of the cases given in Dr .
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Bucke`s "Cosmic Consciousness" . He has had quite a following
through his "Dawn Thought", "Lifers Beautiful Battle" and other
works as well as through his'direct personal influence . Several
of the distinguished have thought most highly of him, including
Havelock Ellis .

Of the quotations, four are from persons who have known
me personally . But one is from a member of the Assembly . The
rest did not know me personally . There have been several other
noticZD in papers but almost always without reviews or evaluations .
Reviews seem to hesitate to deal with the book ; they seem to
fear tiat they may say the wrong thing .

As I do not wish to have anything said which would be
prejudicial in academic circles I have pencilled in two minor
changes in your propectus . There may not now be a philosophical
club at Stanford and, if there is, it may not be related to the
club we organized in 1910, so I added the word "formerly" .
Further, my cademic work and training centered in mathematics,
philosophy and psychology, but not in the other scien es .
Ultimately my whole preparation lead to philosophy an§,my
acquaintance with the sciences was from the perspective which
every specialist in philosophy must have, and this is something
very different from special training in specific sciences . The
philosophic view is the bird's eye view rather than that of the
technical specialist . Academic men are exacting on these points .
I do not want the book to be viewed in adademic circles as a
curiosity from the intellectual underworld and all along I have
watched my language with that thought in mind. I hope for serious
discussion of the mystical way of consciousness in the philosophic
seminars, as a possible way of knowledge . To achieve this I
must show discursive competency and refrain from violating the code .

The rest of your prospectus I leave untouched as expressing
your own honest estimate . It should not appear as my estimate
of myself . The book now belongs to those who read it and it
may well mean to the reader something more or less different
from what it means to me . I am content that it should serve in
any way .



r` 1629 E. Superior St .10
.0 Duluth 5,

Minn .

Darling Marge :

I have read Merrell-Wolff book, and I must thank you

and your friend for sending it to me . It did for me in a week

what I had tried 10 weeks to accomplish, In my vacation .

It was a synopsis of all that I had read and studied

and it came to me as if it were my own thought . There were

attempts at describing supernormal phenomena that agreed largely

with what I had previously read and was interesting as possible

fact in the event of realization of "Noble Wisdom ."

What surprised me, was the ease in which I went deep

into his reasonings and could follow closely as my own experience,

but from an entirely different angle .

The particular value he gives to his presentation is

his tie-up with occidental erudition, especially Mathematics and

Physics,

He has read the Hindu. and Chinese metaphysical books,

like myself, and has interpreted them to English readers through his

own direct experience . I am not in the position to say what the

impression of the book would have, on say, a well-read person with-

out previous thinking on these lines . It must be very intriguing to

many as showing a possible way to immortality for men during their

earth-life .

I do not know if it goes far enough in exposing fear,

cruelty and ignorance In this life, that may be immediately induced

by our own self-exposure of our fundamental ignorance .

It is difficult for me to criticize or commend anything

so valuable to many . Its very clearness makes me feel that much Is

rationalizing on what was experienced and is dangerous, because he



has perhaps tried too much in his desire to help .

It has been my experience that all effort is under-

taken by forcing our doubts into the subconscious and bluffing or

egotistically presenting our opinion as the complete understanding

or "introception" of the event .

He has coined this new word "introception" as equiva-

lent to what I know as "direct perception", "emotional awareness",

the harmony of mind and heart, or impersonal sympathy, understanding .

The whole subject deals with the unconscious ignorance

and fear of humanity and the cruelty that such a state incurs,

Becoming fully aware of this is equivalent to perceiving the whole

event and its significance ; the fear that motivates us and the

irresponsibility, therefore, for our actions ; as occasioned by the

pressure from without or our environment . We react to our fears in

self-defense, causing unconscious threats to others, who in turn also

react in defense, continuing the vicious cycle of events . We must

see all this in our every act and by thus laying bare our ignorance

consume it in the light of this discernment .

It is not an intellectual process, but having

experienced all human events, more or less deeply, we can see through

our own experience the fearful Ignorance that prompted it, and in

this seeing we can sympathize, not judge ; though it is not a personal

evaluation, but the true meaning of the event .

Innate fear will not allow us to do this spontaneously

at once ; it is a process of uncovering our actions a little at a

time until with this actual evidence of what has made us unhappy

we continue until the awareness is spontaneous and we can do no harm

in word or deed to any man, even in this world of ignorance and

cruelty. We are then responsible and can be entrusted with life

in Freedom, which maybe all that Merrell-Wolf f says .



To me, this understanding which is freedom from

cruelty is my immediate interest ; one must become human . There is

no criticism in this, of another's conduct ; it is his own affair

and to constrain another to your own opinion is bondage .

Re-reading the first chapter on his "Recognition,"

the state that he forced himself to acquire by the abstraction of

the center of his consciousness, was simple becoming impersonal,

but with alertness and perhaps deep sympathy . This is the attitude

we must take if we are to perceive things as they are ; there must

be no subhuman propensities of differences or agreements, but that

the reactions causing events are born of fearful ignorance, driven

obviously or subtlely to protect itself by a defense that in its

turn provokes further strife, with the absence of all understanding .

Freedom comes, when we see all things as inevitably

so and the reaction that causes further strife ceases .

I have neglected writing the news and answering your

many letters but I will do so immediately .

Lovingly,

Abe
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